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Welcome to InTouch, our ﬁrst newsletter in a planned series, aimed at keeping your abreast of developments in
the proximity and security solutions market, and where we will be relaying Dubai Leading technologies’ company
news and updates.

DAHUA, OUR TRUSTED
PARTNER & SOLUTIONS
ENABLER
Our relationship with Dahua goes back
nearly four years, and the world-leading
video-centric smart IoT solution and service
provider is our trusted partner, supplying a
range of hardware and software solutions
in CCTV segment. We would like to thank
every one of you for supporting us in
becoming one of the largest distributors in
the UAE.
At a recent Dahua partnership event our
sales team scored 100% on product
knowledge of Dahua, and we won the “Best
Cooperation” award for 2020. In addition,
At Dahua’s recent System Integrators’
Award event, seven out of ten of our partner
companies were awarded accolades. We
congratulate all of them, and we look
forward to fulﬁlling more successful projects
together, supported by Dahua’s ﬁrst rate
surveillance products and their outstanding
reputation.

New Products update! Dahua has launched two new series of
Full Colour cameras – an LED series and a Non IR series, all of
which have lenses with large apertures that absorb a higher
quantum of light and present vivid images in dark conditions.
They are highly affordable and ideal for small and medium sized
projects, making them an excellent choice for both resellers and
system integrators. These are currently available via our channel
partners.
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PARTNERING WITH B3 CABLES
As 2021 commences, we are delighted and excited to

manufacturing cables that meet strict international

announce our new partnership with leading copper

quality standards, with their products used in a range

and optical ﬁbre cables manufacturer, B3 Internation-

of high proﬁle build projects across the Middle East.

al. Our aim is to provide customers with the highest

We are looking forward to developing a fruitful

quality cables in the market, at a reasonable price and

relationship and enhancing our solutions provision to

B3 has carved out an impressive track record in

customers.
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SHARJAH GOVERNMENT
CHOOSE DLT’S MEMBERSHIP
AND LOYALTY SOLUTIONS
As a part of our continuous endeavour to
automate processes, DLT has launched the
third phase of a membership program for
Sharjah Government. Recognized as one of the
best practices in membership and loyalty by
Her Highness Sheikha Jawaher, this program
involves complex integration processes with
EID authority and online payment with Sharjah
Finance. This program, popularly coined as
“Himmah” is an integral part of Rubu Qarn
(meaning quarter of a century) and traces the
journey and the growth of Sharjah youth from
the age of 6 to 24.

EMBRACING A NEW
GENERATION OF ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY
A new generation of technology is here, and here at
DLT, our software division is keen to introduce the
beneﬁts of Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Robotic Process
Automation as part of our solutions for customers. In
addition, cyber security continues to remain ﬁrmly on
our agenda, and we are working towards offering the
most advanced protection for customers. Please stay
tuned for news on our new tie-ups.

LEADING DISTRIBUTOR FOR
ECOFLOW

PARTNER BRANDS
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We are delighted at being appointed a leading distributor for
EcoFlow, an innovative Chinese company who are leading the
way in providing a new generation of power stations, that offer
a range of features, including great portability and highly
efﬁcient charging via solar panels. Both their DELTA 1300 and
RIVER600 product ranges will be available to buy direct from
our ofﬁces (call 971 43978880) or our Abu Dhabi showroom
(971 564338051) or at all Adventure HQ retail outlets across
the UAE.
We hope you enjoyed reading our latest news.
For more information, please visit our website,
www.dubaileadingtech.com or our htLinkedIn
tps:/ www.linkedin.com/company/dubapage.
i-leading-technologies
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